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Aging and anxiety on social networks

by Rita Flórez | illustration by Kim Herbst

I’m not married. I don’t have children. And
I don’t live in a cool city. Something must
be terribly wrong with me.
Or so Facebook would have me believe. Like
much self-destructive behavior taking place these
days, it starts with a click. I wonder what so-andso—usually someone who was a horrible beast to
me in the 10th grade—is doing. I head to Google
and come across a MySpace, Facebook, or LinkedIn
page. Oh, married with two kids? Holding down the
fort as a senior editor at a major publishing house
in New York City?
That’s nice. As for me, well, I’m doing odd jobs
post-layoff to supplement my new job as a fulltime freelance writer and copyeditor in the middle
of Missouri. Awesome.
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Of course, that’s not what you would
see if you looked at my Facebook page.
Online, I rock. I freelance full time,
dote on my perfect dogs, and am an
accomplished home cook. But it’s all a
façade. (Except for the part about my
dogs.) So while I spend all this time
making myself miserable by looking at
what other people are doing, I secretly
hope they are watching me with the
same kind of envy, thinking, “Man, her
life is awesome.”
All of this watching and lurking is
completely normal, says Saleem Alhabash, a PhD student at the University
of Missouri School of Journalism in
Columbia, Missouri who is researching
how Facebook impacts the individual on
psychological, social, and political levels.
Though the research is not complete,
Alhabash and his colleagues, along with
other scholars, have found that what
people mainly do on Facebook is “passive surveillance,” which means that
even though people write messages to
each other and update their own statuses, a large part of what people do is
monitor what other people are doing.
Such is the case with Stephanie
Shank. Most days, she logs on to Facebook, checks messages, plays a game,
and logs out. On days when Shank, a
resident of Little Rock, Arkansas, isn’t
feeling so confident, she does a sideby-side comparison of the state of her
life to any one of her 90 friends on the
social-networking site. Much of this
insecurity stems from Shank’s recent
30th birthday, her status as full-time
college student, and her crush on a
younger man.
“He knows exactly what he wants to
be doing,” she says of the crush, adding that she had “absolutely no idea
what I wanted to do” when she was
his age. Shank’s issues with her career
path and marital status intensify when
she checks in on old high-school classmates on Facebook. Most of her friends
are married or engaged. One friend,
she reports, is moving to France with
her husband, while others are buying
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homes, raising children, and working in
their chosen careers.
Seeing her female peers living like
bona fide grown-ups sends Shank’s
feelings of self-worth and value as a
woman into a tailspin. When she isn’t
tending to crops and cattle on Farmville,
she finds herself asking, “What did I do
wrong? Where did I so obviously make
a huge mistake?”
Shank admits she has very little interest in being locked into a long-term
relationship. The house, children, and
nonvirtual pets aren’t terribly attractive
to her, either. But the pressure to conform to a certain way of life can be overwhelming when it’s staring at her in the
comfort of her own home.
Inevitably, social networks have
become the suburban neighborhoods
of white picket fences, and our profiles
serve as digital front yards, all prettied
up for the purpose of keeping up with
the neighbors. Essentially, we become
the editors of our own lives, and we
Photoshop them even more mercilessly than the fashion industry does its
models in advertisements and editorial
spreads.
What we choose to show our contacts
isn’t about who we are, but about who
we want to be. In a world that women,
in particular, are repeatedly told is postfeminist, and in a time when we’re sold
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the vision of having it all, it’s demoralizing to bump up against the limitations
of trying to do just that. And for many
women, having it all isn’t the goal we
set out to accomplish in the first place.
Yet the prospect of failing to tick off
the boxes of middle-class identity and
achievement, for many of us, still lurks
constantly in our minds. Thus, having a
partner or a spouse and a house in the
suburbs, but no career, can feel, in the
panopticon of Facebook, like as big a
disappointment as having an impressive
career but no traditional family life.
Self-esteem plays a major role in how
people use Facebook, obviously, but
Alhabash believes that age may be just
as significant. “My perception is that as
you get older, the stakes for your social
appearance are much higher than the
stakes when you’re in college, and that
really [impacts] how you interact with
Facebook and how it affects your selfesteem.”
Jessica Oliva would probably agree.
Oliva, whose first social-networking
experience involved keeping up with her
Miami Beach Senior High class of ’93
on Classmates.com, has found that following the lives of her peers right after
graduation and keeping up with them
more than 15 years later are two different experiences. And she’s still learning
to deal with the latter.

When she isn’t tending
to crops and cattle on
Farmville, she finds
herself asking, “What
did I do wrong? Where
did I so obviously make
a huge mistake?”

We perform for others
our whole lives—we were
doing it long before social
networking
existed.

show off. In that respect, status
updates are like the Supreme Court
ruling on obscenity: You know it
when you see it.
The lie we’re all a part of on
Facebook fulfills two roles. The
first is wish fulfillment: We want
this little portrait we’ve painted
to be true, and if others believe it,
then that’s true enough.
The second is to try to feel
secure, if not superior. My proud,
childless dog-lady stance is true,
but it’s also a reaction to the momendless societal emphasis on status. But mies posting photos of their babies on
wallowing in insecurities about your
Facebook. By exclaiming that I love my
relationship status, financial situation,
dogs as if I gave birth to them myself,
career position, and body image is easy I’m overcompensating for self-doubts
when all you’ve got to go by are the pho- I have about my status as a childless,
tos, postings, and status updates of a
unmarried almost-thirtysomething livlegion of online friends.
ing in mid-Missouri, where my age and
Social networking by its nature reinrelationship status make me an outlier.
forces those attitudes about who and
But here’s the thing: Everyone is
where you should be when you grow
overcompensating. Facebook, Classup: In that way, it’s a lot like the wommates.com, and their ilk encourage this
en’s magazines so many actual women
kind of passive-aggressive, look-at-mecan’t abide, with their how-to articles on I’m-just-fine behavior. It’s performance
dressing for your 30s, negotiating for a
art. We live our pretend lives in public
promotion, and wrangling a ring out of and paint on a happy face like it’s porMr. Maybe. The old myths about where trait time at the mall photo studio. And
we should be economically and socially behind the hairspray and cheesy laserare still around, but the digital environ- light backgrounds, we grind on in our
ment becomes more akin to high school regular, mundane lives.
part II, where we engage in the same
So here’s what we should do: nothkind of adolescent one-upmanship,
ing. We don’t want to leave our social
despite the fact that we’re now supnetworks. We just want to feel better
posed to know better. But now, it’s not
about our own lives, and not have our
as overtly aggressive: There’s no finger- egos crushed while we’re logged on.
pointing and snickering in the hallway
We perform for others our whole lives
next to your locker. This mean behavior anyway—we were doing it long before
doesn’t even seem to be directed at any
social networking existed, and we’ll be
“Facebook brings back a lot of the
one person. But it does appear in the
doing it after something else comes
awkwardness you feel in high school
form of status updates and pictures of a along to replace it.
and college—the cute girl is still cute;
finger with a giant rock on it, the “most
I’m still not married, I still don’t
the athlete is still running marathons,”
amazing man” a friend has ever known, have children, and I still don’t live in a
says Oliva, an immigration attorney
and the new subdivision house with a
cool city. But I’m pretty satisfied with
now living in Georgia. “There is somelittle caption that declares your friend
my life, so I think I’m okay with that.
thing where you see people in your age “domesticated ;).”
You don’t believe me? Check my status
group, and maybe they’re a little more
Of course, there are people in everyupdate.
fit, or, professionally, they’ve reached a
one’s social networks who just want to
goal you wanted to reach.”
share their good news. But you can tell
This is Rita Flórez’s first piece for Bitch.
Blame adolescent awkwardness or the when someone’s itching to compete and
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